Request for sharing e-content
Extending Invitation; Expecting Response
Opportunities are not only to be cashed on, they are to be created
also through consistent endeavours, conducive policies and enabling
environment.
Acquisition of skills with niche is the key driver of economy. UP Skill
Development Mission is an institutional conception of the GoUP for skilling
the youth of the State in different vocational trades to develop them
manage industrial operations in different capacities. It has a huge network
of training partners scaling to nearly thousand in numbers who are
imparting training through formal class room mode of training.
Now, in tandem with the New Education Policy, 2020 the UPSDM has
also introduced the digital learning mode also which has been
experimented successfully during the testing phase of COVID-19 pandemic.
Now, the UP Skill Development Mission invites all the concerned
organization to share their e-content (Video/ PDF format) regarding
syllabi for various job roles accredited by the NSDC for the benefit of the
trainees as a part of their philanthropic initiative i.e. without cost. The
glossary of the NSDC approved courses may be visited on
https://nsdcindia.org/qp-nos-results organizations may provide their econtent through e-mail- econtent.upsdm@gmail.com which is given
below. The UPSDM would welcome all such gestures and contributions
from the building organizations.
The UPSDM would publish the contents received against the above
request on its own portal and also on URISE portal which is developed by
the Department of Technical Education, GoUP for the welfare of the
students of the State.
The organizations are requested to provide only original content
developed by themselves or the content available in public domain that
does not attract any preventive provision of the Intellectual Property
Rights Act, 2003 amended in 2016 and Indian Copyright Act, 1957. The
organisations are also requested to not include any promotional content
in the programme modules that they intend to share for students’ welfare.

